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ABSTRACT

In this study, rainfall estimates by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission are used to

understand the spatiotemporal structures of convection in the intraseasonal timescale and

their intensity during the boreal summer over south Asia. A quantitative analysis on how

these intraseasonal modes modulate the central Indian rainfall is also provided.

Two dominant modes of variability with periodicities of 10–20-days and 20–60-days

are found, with the latter strongly modulated by sea surface temperature. The 20–60-day

mode shows northward propagation from the equatorial Indian Ocean linked with east-

ward propagating modes of convective systems over the tropics. The 10–20-day mode

shows a complex space-time structure with a northwestward propagating anomalous pat-

tern emanating from the Indonesian coast. This pattern is found to be interacting with

a structure emerging from higher latitudes propagating southeastwards, the development

of which is attributed to the vertical shear of the zonal wind. The two modes exhibit

profound variability in their intensity on the interannual time scale and they contribute a

comparable amount to the daily rainfall variability in a season. The intensity of the 20–

60-day and 10–20-day modes show a significantly strong inverse and direct relationship

with the all-India June–September rainfall, respectively.

This study establishes that the probability of the occurrence of substantial rainfall over

central India increases significantly if the two intraseasonal modes simultaneously ex-

hibit positive anomalies over the region. The results presented in this paper will provide

a pathway to understand, using observations and numerical model simulations, intrasea-

sonal variability and its relative contribution to the Indian summer monsoon. It can also

be used for model evaluation.
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1. Introduction33

One of the most widely-studied topics regarding the Indian summer monsoon is its intrasea-34

sonal variability (ISV), essentially because of its intense socio-economic impact on the enormous35

agrarian population of the Indian subcontinent. ISV is often delineated as active-break cycles36

of precipitation over India with a periodicity of around 30–60-days (Yasunari 1979; Sikka and37

Gadgil 1980). This linking of periodicity to monsoon ISV implies that certain oscillations are re-38

sponsible in initiating ISV. These oscillations are called monsoon intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs)39

(Webster et al. 1998; Annamalai and Slingo 2001; Goswami and Ajaya Mohan 2001; Goswami40

2005; Chakraborty and Nanjundiah 2012; Karmakar et al. 2015). ISOs are often connected to41

the northward propagation of convective cloud bands from the equatorial Indian Ocean (Yasunari42

1979; Sikka and Gadgil 1980). Such propagation has a typical latitudinal scale of 30◦ during a43

normal monsoon year (Chakraborty and Nanjundiah 2012). This was further confirmed using nu-44

merical simulations (Chakraborty and Nanjundiah 2014). It is argued that at least some of these45

poleward propagations of convection are generated by the eastward moving Madden-Julian oscil-46

lations (MJO) (Julian and Madden 1981; Lau and Chan 1986; Singh et al. 1992; Yoo et al. 2010).47

However, Klingaman et al. (2008) concluded that the future state of the ISO over the Indian region48

is dependent upon the current state of oscillation over India and not over the equatorial Indian49

Ocean. These ISOs stem from the dynamical feedback between large-scale circulation and orga-50

nized convection, and, hence, they are governed by internal dynamics (Goswami 2005, and ref-51

erences therein). This chaotic internal dynamics can crucially limit the predictability of monsoon52

precipitation from medium- to long-range (Sperber et al. 2001; Rajeevan 2001; Goswami 2005). It53

has been demonstrated by several studies that ISOs can modulate the interannual variation of rain-54

fall (Hoyos and Webster 2007; Ajaya Mohan and Goswami 2003; Sperber et al. 2000). Also, it has55
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been shown that the rainfall associated with ISV can strongly affect the Ganges-Brahmaputra river56

discharge (Jian et al. 2009). Webster and Hoyos (2004) argued that the forecasts of ISV during57

the monsoon season over India are of more value in agriculture and water resource management58

than the mean summer rainfall forecasts. Therefore, understanding the spatiotemporal evolution59

of these ISOs and how these ISOs vary interannually is necessary to improve the predictability of60

monsoon precipitation on a seasonal and subseasonal scale.61

Several studies have been undertaken since the late-1970s towards understanding the spatiotem-62

poral structure of the monsoon ISV and its association with the total rainfall over India (see63

Goswami 2005; Gadgil 2003; Webster et al. 1998, and references therein). Krishnamurthy and64

Shukla (2000) suggested that the Indian monsoon rainfall consists of a seasonally persistent mode65

and a fluctuating intraseasonal component. Later, in another study, they separated out the sea-66

sonally persisting component and the two ISO modes with a periodicity of 45- and 20-days in the67

Indian summer monsoon rainfall (Krishnamurthy and Shukla 2007). They concluded that although68

ISOs strongly influence the nature of the daily rainfall anomaly, their contribution to the seasonal69

mean rainfall is negligible. Singh et al. (1992) also concluded that the intensity of the ISO does70

not exhibit any linear relationship with the seasonal mean rainfall over India or the phases of the71

El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). However, Lawrence and Webster (2001), using outgoing72

longwave radiation (OLR) data, concluded that ISO (25–80-days) intensity is inversely propor-73

tional to the total Indian summer monsoon rainfall. A few studies have also shown that dominant74

ISOs exhibit a longer timescale during the drought years (Yasunari 1980; Rajeevan et al. 2010).75

Moron et al. (2012) concluded that the monsoon rainfall is mainly dominated by a modulated76

annual cycle, but ISO (30–60-days) plays an influential role when the annual cycle is neutral dur-77

ing the onset and withdrawal stages of the monsoon. Yoo et al. (2010), using a hidden Markov78

model, examined the 40–50 day oscillation in pentad rainfall data. They suggested the existence79
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of the nonlinear influences of ENSO on the ISO. Annamalai and Slingo (2001) showed that about80

one-fourth and two-thirds of the intraseasonal variability is explained by high and low frequency81

ISO modes, respectively. Lee et al. (2013) using OLR and low level wind data studied the quasi-82

oscillations of a period of 30–60-days (northward propagating) and 10–30-days (northwestward83

propagating). A recent study by Karmakar et al. (2015) investigated the ISO modes of the Indian84

summer monsoon rainfall (viz., 20–60-days and 10–20-days) and found that during the past six85

decades the intensity of the low-frequency ISO mode (20–60-days) has decreased significantly.86

Since the discovery of intraseasonal variability in the monsoon, most of the studies have been fo-87

cused on the low-frequency ISO leaving the high-frequency ISO comparatively less explored. An88

analysis of the various components of the monsoon system was done in Krishnamurti and Bhalme89

(1976), where they found a dominant biweekly signal from a spectral analysis. The northwestward90

propagating characteristic of the 10–20 day oscillation was reported first in Murakami (1976). A91

comprehensive study on the structure of the 10–20 day mode in wind data and how it can affect the92

Indian monsoon rainfall was done by Chen and Chen (1993). This 10–20-day mode was found to93

be a westward-moving equatorial Rossby wave having a wavelength of about approximately 6,00094

km (Chatterjee and Goswami 2004). Kikuchi and Wang (2009) studied the 10–20-day signals over95

the entire tropics and concluded that this mode over the Indian monsoon region originates in the96

tropics and moves westward before dissipating over the subtropics.97

Nevertheless, there are certain areas in which we need a better understanding. For example:98

1. Low-frequency ISO has been studied extensively in the past few decades, but mainly in terms99

of either wind or OLR data due to the lack of quality precipitation data over the tropics. Also,100

since the high-frequency ISO mode has not been studied with the same rigour, one can ask:101

what are the structures of the ISO modes seen in the rainfall?102
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2. ISV over the Indian region shows different strengths and characteristics in different years,103

which means it has a strong interannual variability. So, a statistically significant index to104

measure the strength of the ISO modes can be useful in understanding the ISV of a particular105

year.106

3. How do the ISO modes modulate the rainfall anomalies over India?107

4. Can information about ISO phases lead towards a better understanding of the rainfall over108

certain regions?109

Given the nonlinear and multiscale structure in both time and space of the Indian monsoon110

rainfall, fulfilling these objectives demands a conscientious analysis of high-quality data over the111

region. Most of the studies in the past studied monsoon ISV using linear filters (Fourier-based112

filters) or empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). But, in principle, linear filtering can hinder the113

fundamental understanding of a nonlinear, chaotic system like the monsoon. The limitations of114

EOF analysis are discussed in detail in Monahan et al. (2009). On the other hand, multichannel115

singular spectrum analysis (MSSA)-like techniques use the temporal structure present in the data116

while incorporating the EOF technique to understand the dynamical behaviour of the system.117

We aim to provide a comprehensive study on the ISO modes seen in the Indian monsoon rainfall118

and how these modes modulate the rainfall over the central Indian region. We identify the ISO119

modes in the Indian monsoon rainfall and investigate their behaviour in space and time while120

calculating the seasonal intensity of these modes using MSSA (Ghil et al. 2002). The next section121

describes the datasets used in this study. The methodology adapted in this study is discussed in122

Section 3. A detailed discussion of results is presented in section 4, followed by the conclusions123

from this study.124
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2. Datasets125

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42 (V7) daily rainfall data for 1998–2014126

(Huffman et al. 2007) have been used for this study. The data are regridded into 1◦× 1◦ using127

bilinear interpolation for computational ease as we are focusing on large-scale intraseasonal fea-128

tures.129

We also use the ECMWF ReAnalysis (ERA)-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011) and the NOAA130

(National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration) OISST (Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface131

Temperature) version 2 daily data (Reynolds et al. 2007) and interpolated OLR data (Liebmann132

and Smith 1996) (provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA) for the same133

period (1998–2014; 1998–2013 for OLR) to understand the features seen in other fields along with134

rainfall ISOs in the monsoon season.135

3. Methodology136

The entire analysis has been performed over the south Asian monsoon domain (10◦S to 35◦N137

and 60◦E to 110◦E) unless otherwise specified. We define daily rainfall climatology as the mean on138

each calendar day over the 17-yr period. On subtracting this climatology from a particular year’s139

daily rainrate, the daily rainfall anomaly is obtained. Very high frequency fluctuations related140

to synoptic variability were removed by performing a 5-day running mean on this anomaly data.141

Each year’s May–October data (since our aim is to investigate boreal summer monsoon ISOs) are142

then centered and fed into the multichannel singular spectrum analysis (MSSA) algorithm to ex-143

tract intraseasonal spatio-temporal modes. An extended monsoon period is taken for an increased144

number of samples for MSSA; however, subsequent analyses are done using June–September data.145
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a. Multichannel singular spectrum analysis (MSSA)146

The considerable use of MSSA during the last two decades has been seen in many fields of the147

geosciences (Ghil et al. 2002) including the Indian monsoon (Krishnamurthy and Shukla 2007;148

Moron et al. 2012; Karmakar et al. 2015), to analyse the spatiotemporal behavior of short and noisy149

timeseries. Unlike that in a simple harmonic analysis or a fast Fourier transformation, the shape150

and bandwidth of the filters in MSSA are functions of the input data themselves. This advantage151

of the MSSA technique is used to understand the unknown or partially known dynamics of a given152

dynamical system (Broomhead and King 1986). Especially when the given timeseries is short153

and noisy, MSSA can systematically extract the coherent spatiotemporal signals, and can be more154

useful than other conventional spectral analyses. Because of its data-adaptive basis functions, this155

method can detect anharmonic oscillations, originating from nonlinear phenomena. We refer to156

Plaut and Vautard (1994) or Ghil et al. (2002) for the computational details of MSSA.157

We performed a conventional principal component analysis (PCA) to retain 50 PCs (explaining158

almost 95% of the total variance every year; the results are insensitive to slight changes in the num-159

ber of PCs retained) and carry the PCs (which are orthogonal by definition) as different channels160

into MSSA. A lag-covariance matrix is then constructed with lags ranging from 0 to M−1, where161

M is the window length for the daily data (in this study, we used a window length of 60 days).162

MSSA then diagonalizes this lag-covariance matrix. Following Plaut and Vautard (1994), there163

may exist an oscillation in the system when two eigenvalues are nearly equal. In such conditions,164

a phase quadrature exists between the successive space-time EOFs (ST-EOFs) and temporal PCs165

(ST-PCs). The period of the oscillation is the same as the period of the eigenvectors themselves,166

and the spatial pattern is similar to one of them. Hence, the ST-EOFs obtained here capture os-167

cillatory behaviour in time through oscillatory pairs, which cannot be seen via the standard PCA.168
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For noisy data like the monsoon rainfall, MSSA can give a very useful delineation of the nonlinear169

features in the system.170

We have reconstructed the individual components (called reconstructed components or RCs) of171

the system’s behaviour by convolving the corresponding ST-PCs with the ST-EOFs (Vautard et al.172

1992; Plaut and Vautard 1994). The original data and the RCs have the same length, and all the173

RCs add up to the actual input data. These RCs characterize a narrowband of the full frequency174

spectrum and they separate out the part of the signal associated with an oscillation. In the following175

discussion, RC(i, j) indicates the sum of RCs associated with eigenmodes i and j.176

A statistical test is performed to prevent any random fluctuation, and specifically noise, being177

treated as an oscillation. The variance captured by an ST-EOF is compared with that present for178

the same in 1000 red-noise surrogates for this purpose (Allen and Robertson 1996; Ghil et al.179

2002). Also, to overcome the artificial variance compression problem, which is seen in most PCA180

methods, a modified varimax rotation of the ST-EOFs (25 eigenvectors are rotated here) is done181

(Groth and Ghil 2011). This also improves physical interpretability.182

b. Phase composites183

To understand the evolution of the oscillation, the first PC of a particular ISO mode is used and184

the amplitude and phase angle are estimated as in Moron et al. (1998). The phase angle (η(t)) lies185

in (0,2π) and for the portrayal of the oscillation, we have divided the phase-plane into eight equal186

intervals. Then averaging the reconstruction, regardless of the amplitude, over all the occurrences187

in a particular phase, gives a phase composite.188

One of the goals in this work is to measure the variability of rainfall on the low- and high-189

frequency intraseasonal scale every year. For that purpose, we feed each year’s May–October data190

separately into MSSA. This gives the advantage of using the significant eigenvalues as a measure191
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of the amplitude of the variability in the aforementioned scales, from which we can define the192

ISO intensity each year. The method we adopted is applied to a theoretical dataset to demonstrate193

its capability in extracting the intensities of different oscillatory modes mimicking the ISOs over194

India, and is presented in the supplementary material.195

4. Results196

Over the entire south Asian monsoon domain, a substantial spatial variability in the climato-197

logical mean and the standard deviation of June-September daily mean rainfall can be seen (Figure198

1). Heavy rainfall over the Western Ghats of India, the Myanmar coast, the northern Bay of Bengal199

(BoB), and the Himalayan foothills is observed. There are regions, especially the head BoB and200

the Western Ghats, which show high variability on a daily time scale. There exists a spatial ho-201

mogeneity (uniformity) in the daily climatology, as well as in standard deviation, over the Central202

Indian (CI) region.203

a. Low-frequency ISOs (LF-ISO)204

1) EXTRACTION AND STRUCTURE OF LF-ISO MODES205

Upon applying MSSA, several significant oscillatory modes with periodicities between 10 to 60206

days are detected every year. These modes together represent the broad spectrum of the monsoon207

ISOs. Taking 1998 as an example, the leading pair of eigenmodes (modes 1 and 2) describes 33-208

day oscillation (Figure 2). There are two other significant modes with a periodicity of more than209

20 days (one of 21 days and the other of 27 days) but they are not characterised by eigen-pairs.210

The phase-composite structure of the RC(1,2) for 1998 gives a clear picture of the northward211

propagation over the south Asian monsoon region along with an eastward movement in the equato-212

rial region (Figure 3a). The eight phases are, essentially, in cyclic order and are separated typically213
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by 4–5 days. The generation of the large-scale convection over the equatorial Indian Ocean region214

and its propagation towards the Indian land can be observed in these eight phases. The convective215

pattern then dissipates over the Himalayan foothills. The northward propagation associated with216

an eastward movement along the equator, and the tilted structure of anomalous rainfall associated217

with low-frequency ISO can be seen here. These propagation characteristics are very similar to218

the low-frequency ISO patterns reported in Krishnamurthy and Shukla (2007) or Lee et al. (2013).219

Phases 5–8 represent anomalies of the oscillation 180◦ apart from the phases 1–4. These 8 phases220

resemble the typical active-break cycle over the Indian region.221

The phase-composite structures of the subsequent significant eigenmodes in 1998 with a pe-222

riodicity of more than 20 days (RC(4) or RC(7)) also show similar dominant characteristics of223

northward propagation, but with a lower magnitude (not shown). The eigenmodes which have a224

periodicity of more than 20 days, typically show the patterns described in Figure 3a. Based on this,225

all the significant pairs (oscillatory modes) with a periodicity of 20-60 days are identified as the226

northward propagating low-frequency ISO. The extraction and reconstruction of all such modes227

provide the northward moving low-frequency intraseasonal features. This is done to represent228

the low-frequency intraseasonal variability, which can be highly anharmonic, by a combination of229

oscillatory modes, whose dominant spatiotemporal characteristics are similar (northward propa-230

gation) and posses a periodicity of 20–60 days. We define this reconstructed part as low-frequency231

ISO (LF-ISO). For example, during 1998, the LF-ISO will be the sum of RC(1,2), RC(4) and232

RC(7). We normalise the variance summed up over the LF-ISO scale (obtained from the eigen-233

values of the significant eigenmodes) with that year’s total variability and define it as the LF-ISO234

index for each year. This index is presented as a percentage of the total variability in the daily235

rainfall anomaly (5-days smoothed). The phase composite structure for LF-ISO averaged over all236

the years shows characteristics similar to the RC(1,2) (northward propagation) for 1998 (Figure237
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3b). The LF-ISO variability is more intense over the BoB and the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean238

than over the Indian landmass. However, within the Indian subcontinent, the western parts have239

the highest LF-ISO variability.240

The normalized indices for LF-ISO intensity for every year between 1998 and 2014 are shown in241

Figure 4a. A large variability in the amplitude of the LF-ISO index is seen. For example, the 2005242

June–September rainfall is marked by distinct northward propagating convective bands separated243

by an intraseasonal timescale (Figure 5a and c). The intraseasonal variability is also evident in the244

daily accumulated rainfall over CI, which shows distinct peaks associated with these northward-245

propagating convective bands. This suggests maximum LF-ISO intensity in 2005, whereas in246

2011, LF-ISO activity is almost absent (Figure 4 and 5b and d). The non-normalized timeseries of247

LF-ISO indices shows that the LF-ISO can explain between 17–42% of the total (5-days smoothed)248

variability in each season (not shown). The northward propagations from the equator are much249

more prominent in 2005 than in 2011. These propagations along 80◦E are clearer in Figures 6a250

and b for 2005 than for 2011. The existence of a southward propagation from slightly north of251

the equatorial region can also be seen. The longitude-time diagram at 15◦N in Figures 6c and d252

shows stronger and more prominent eastward propagations of convection from the AS in 2005. It253

also suggests that LF-ISO modes are stronger in 2005 than in 2011 over both land and ocean. In254

summary, Figures 5 and 6 suggest strong northward and eastward propagations with about 30 days255

periodicity in 2005 which is captured in the LF-ISO index timeseries in Figure 4a. But in 2011,256

the signals are much weaker, especially during the later stage of the monsoon, and are absent over257

the land.258

The LF-ISO intensity is negatively correlated with the CI averaged rainfall anomaly (R=-0.58,259

significant at the 5% level) and the all-India averaged rainfall anomaly (R=-0.64, significant at260

the 5% level; rainfall considered over Indian land excluding the hilly regions over the north and261
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northeast; Tables 1, 2 and Figure 4), which supports the results found in Lawrence and Webster262

(2001). It is also found that the rainfall anomalies over the BoB, the AS and the central equatorial263

Indian Ocean (CEIO) are not significantly correlated with the LF-ISO intensity over the south264

Asian region (Table 1). It is worth noting that a strong LF-ISO intensity can be seen when there265

exist El-Niño-like situations (Table 2). Based on observing these 17 years, Figure 4 and Table 2266

suggest that Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) conditions show very little correlation with the intensity267

in LF-ISO associated rainfall. Also, looking into the atmospheric component of IOD, viz. the268

equatorial Indian Ocean oscillation (EQUINOO) defined based on the OLR over EEIO and WEIO269

(Francis and Gadgil 2013), we found no significant correlation between LF-ISO intensity and270

EQUINOO (Figure 4 and Table 2).271

2) LF-ISO AND THE COMPOSITE STRUCTURES OF SST AND CIRCULATION PATTERNS272

We have investigated the behavior of SST and circulation patterns in different phases of LF-ISO273

to gain an insight into how SST and atmospheric conditions evolve. In Figure 7, the composite274

structures of SST and positive specific humidity (at 925 hPa level) anomalies for all the 17-years275

associated with the phases in Figure 3b are shown. In phase 1, the dominant positive SST anomaly276

pattern is seen over the northern BoB and the AS. However, this SST anomaly is generated over277

the central and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean in phases 3–4 and moves northward in subsequent278

phases. An eastward movement of SST along the equator in the low-frequency intraseasonal279

timescale was documented in Krishnamurti et al. (2007). But we do not observe clear indication280

of eastward movement over the equatorial Indian Ocean. However, the anomalous SST maximum281

along the equator shifts eastward in the western Pacific in phases 5–8. Similar to LF-ISO rainfall,282

SST also shows northward propagation after the positive anomaly gets established the Sumatra283

coast (phase 4). Interestingly, the SST patterns lead the LF-ISO convective anomalies typically by284
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2–3 phases (approximately 10–15 days). For example, the LF-ISO associated rainfall is maximum285

over CI, the BoB and the eastern AS in phase 2, but the SST over the BoB and the AS is warmest in286

phase 8. This lead-lag relationship is clearer in a phase-latitude diagram over the BoB (Figure 8a).287

A similar conclusion of this lead-lag relationship was also reported in Klingaman et al. (2008).288

Two SST maxima (the same as LF-ISO related convection) can be seen over the BoB: one over289

the equatorial region and the other over the head BoB. These anomalous SST patterns stretch from290

the western Pacific to the AS in the northwest to the southeast direction. Although the variability291

in SST anomalies is not large (0.2–0.3 K) in the composites because of averaging across all the292

years, in specific events these anomalies can rise as high as 1.5 K over particular locations.293

Lower tropospheric positive specific humidity anomalies in Figure 7 and LF-ISO related con-294

vection are co-located in almost all the phases. Similar to LF-ISO convection, the total column295

water in the atmosphere also propagates eastward along the equator (not shown) and northward296

from the deep tropics (Figure 8b). The peaks in atmospheric moisture and convection go almost297

in phase. The low-level divergence composite estimated based on the eight phases of the LF-ISO298

phases shows a negative anomaly (convergence) over the CEIO in phase 4 that moves eastward299

while becoming stronger in subsequent phases (Figure 9). The convergence band shows similar300

northward propagation as of LF-ISO convection. The northward propagation of low-level conver-301

gence at 90◦E can be seen in Figure 8c. The maximum convergence slightly leads the LF-ISO302

convection maximum near the equator. But this lead is not seen in the head BoB region. However,303

interestingly, there exist patches of divergence within the large-scale northward moving band of304

convergence in some phases (e.g., 2 and 3) seen in the spatial plot. A similar pattern with oppo-305

site signs can be seen in phases 6 and 7. Especially, the Western Ghats and the monsoon trough306

region show an in-phase relationship in the divergence pattern, whereas peninsular and northeast307

India are in a similar phase. The wind patterns also follow LF-ISO convection and show a strong308
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cyclonic vortex over the CI region in phase 3 when the positive LF-ISO anomaly is located over309

there (not shown).310

In essence, prior to the positive anomalous LF-ISO convection bring established over CI in311

phases 2–3, a strong positive anomalous SST can be seen over the BoB and the AS with a lead of312

10–15-days in phases 7–1. Following that, over the peninsula and CI, an anomalous convergence313

zone emerges and flanks the neighbouring oceans for a few days in phases 2–3 with anomalous314

positive moisture seen over CI shortly after that. Similar patterns can be seen for negative anoma-315

lies also.316

b. High-frequency ISOs (HF-ISO)317

1) EXTRACTION AND STRUCTURE OF HF-ISO MODES318

The existence of a high-frequency intraseasonal mode or biweekly mode in different elements319

of the monsoon has been documented in Krishnamurti and Bhalme (1976). Typically, these high-320

frequency modes have a periodicity of 10–20-days with a north-westward movement (Murakami321

1976; Chen and Chen 1993). Here, similar to LF-ISO earlier, the significant modes in the eigen-322

spectrum with a periodicity of 10–20-days are classified as HF-ISO. For example, HF-ISO is323

defined as the sum of RC(11,12), RC(13) and RC(17) for the year 1998 (Figure 2). In Figure 10,324

the spatio-temporal characteristics of HF-ISO can be seen, where the phase composite structure325

averaged over all the years on the HF-ISO scale is represented (similar to that of LF-ISO in Figure326

3b). These eight phases are separated by about 2 days. Unlike the LF-ISO phases, HF-ISO shows327

a lower amplitude and a smaller spatial scale.328

In phase 1 of the HF-ISO composite (Figure 10), a positive anomaly is located over the eastern329

equatorial Indian Ocean. This anomaly actually originates in phase 5 in the western equatorial330

Indian Ocean which propagates eastward, much like LF-ISO, while gradually gaining amplitude331
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in phases 6, 7 and 8. In phase 1, this anomaly hits the Indonesian coast and two tilted structures are332

formed over the east-CEIO: one to the south of the equator in the northeast-southwest direction,333

and the other to the north of the equator in the northwest-southeast direction (marked by dotted334

lines in phase 1). In phase 2, the north-of-the-equator tilted structure stretches deep into the south-335

ern AS and is amplified while shifting slightly towards the north. Phase 3 shows the northward336

propagation of the northern band and the weakening of the southern band. In the next three phases,337

this positive anomalous northern band moves further north while gaining amplitude over the BoB.338

A close look indicates the presence of two convection maxima in the band: one over the BoB (the339

star shows one maximum and the line adjoining the star indicates the northwestward movement)340

and the other over the west coast of India (this maximum gradually develops from the northwest-341

southeast tilted band over the AS and is marked by a straight line) in almost all the phases from342

3–8. While the structure over the BoB shows northwestward propagation, the anomaly over the343

AS moves northward. Subsequently, the BoB structure weakens while moving northwestward and344

the other maximum amplifies in phase 8. A similar structure is seen with negative anomalies also345

as phases 5–8 are 180◦ apart from phases 1–4. HF-ISO does not show a strong variability over the346

equatorial oceanic region as can be seen for LF-ISO; instead the maximum variability is observed347

over the BoB region.348

Note that the intensity of the positive anomaly over the head Bay and Bangladesh in phases 2349

and 3 strengthens after the presence of the dying positive anomaly in phase 1 over that region. This350

strengthening can be seen for the negative anomaly also in phases 6 and 7. This revival could be351

related to mid-latitude interactions as we will see in the next subsection. As shown in Figure 11,352

a positive anomaly pattern generates to the north of 20◦N and gradually propagates southeastward353

while intensifying (marked as a spiral starting from phase 8; the size of the spiral indicates the354

intensity). This pattern interacts with the northeastward-moving positive anomaly in phases 8–1355
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and gradually moves eastward while intensifying till phase 3 and then dies off. This is evident in356

Figure 11a, where southward propagation to the north of 20◦N is seen. Northward propagation is357

visible to the south of 20◦N. In the phase-latitude composite diagram in Figure 11b, this is depicted358

in an average sense. This shows that the southeastward-moving negative anomaly interacts with359

the northward-propagating negative anomaly in phases 4 and 5.360

Unlike LF-ISO, the HF-ISO mode usually shows a greater amplitude for 1–2 months in most361

of the years during June–September; otherwise it remains less intense. HF-ISO shows maximum362

variability during July and very low intensity in September over the CI region (not shown). For363

example, in 2007, the space-time structures of such modes show the maximum intensity during364

June–July and subside after that even when the seasonal HF-ISO intensity is strongest in that year365

(Figure 11a). The HF-ISO related northwestward-moving convective bands are prominent over366

Indian land, especially during the years with strong HF-ISO variability (in Figure 4). To under-367

stand this northwestward movement, a curvilinear-phase diagram is shown from the Indonesian368

coast to CI (Figure 11c). The convection in the HF-ISO band more or less follows the path shown369

in the map (with black crosses). The convection is initiated over the Sumatra region, and then370

propagates westward towards the south BoB. It is then amplified before entering the central BoB.371

Finally, the convection band moves northwestward to Indian land. As the centre moves far inland,372

the intensity lessens and it dies off over the northwestern part of India.373

The normalized HF-ISO index from 1998–2014 is given in Figure 4a. However, the interannual374

standard deviation of the HF-ISO intensity is smaller than the LF-ISO indices (can be seen in375

a non-normalized timeseries). The HF-ISO explains about 8–20% of the variability of the daily376

rainfall anomaly (5-days smoothed) (not shown). An important aspect is that the HF-ISO intensity377

is significantly positively correlated with the all-India monsoon rainfall (R=0.73; 5% significance378

level) (Table 2). However, similar to LF-ISO, the HF-ISO index, also, is not correlated to the rain-379
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fall anomalies over adjacent oceanic regions but significantly correlated to the CI rainfall (R=0.56;380

5% significance level) (Table 1). The HF-ISO index is well-correlated with the ENSO and IOD381

conditions (Table 2). Warmer SST over the eastern Pacific can occur with weaker HF-ISO, whereas382

colder SST is associated with stronger HF-ISO intensity. HF-ISO intensity usually peaks when383

there exists a La-Niña-like condition and a positive-IOD-like situation (for example, during 2007).384

Compared to IOD, its atmospheric component or EQUINOO plays a less important role in mod-385

ulating HF-ISO intensity (R(IOD, HF-ISO)=0.59; significant at the 5% level, but R(EQUINOO,386

HF-ISO)=0.33; not significant at the 5% level).387

2) HF-ISO AND THE COMPOSITE STRUCTURES OF CIRCULATION PATTERNS388

The SST and the specific humidity anomalies depicted in different phases of the HF-ISO389

composite structure (not shown) indicate that the correspondence between the HF-ISO anomalies390

and large scale SST anomalies is either absent or is very weak compared to LF-ISO. Also, air-sea391

coupling may not be as vital as in LF-ISO in the generation of a high-frequency ISV of rainfall392

over the south and east Asian monsoon region. Specific humidity follows the rainfall patterns393

associated with HF-ISO, albeit with the magnitude much lower than in the LF-ISO.394

It is evident from Figure 12 that over the central Asian region an upper-tropospheric anomalous395

high appears in phase 8 through 3 (discussed anomalies are significant at 10% level, but not shown396

in the figure for better visualization). This anomalous high is linked to the upper-level Eurasian397

wave train emanating from the far west of the Eurasian continent. Because of this, the upper398

tropospheric easterly wind gets amplified, and this produces a strong vertical shear over northern399

India in respective phases. As a result, the equatorial Rossby wave instability increases, which,400

in turn, increases the precipitation over the northern Indian region (Ding and Wang 2007). It can401

be seen here that prior to the peak in the HF-ISO associated rainfall anomaly over the northern402
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Indian region (phases 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 10), the central Asian anomalous high develops leading403

to the enhancement of the easterly vertical shear to the south of it (phases 8 to 2). As evident404

from Figures 10 and 12, the positive anomaly in HF-ISO precipitation over northern India, and405

subsequently, over Bangladesh and the northern BoB region amplifies after the increase of the406

200 hPa geopotential height over central Asia and the upper tropospheric easterlies south of it.407

Thereafter, this convection reinforces the upper-tropospheric wave train by exiting a Rossby wave408

train (Ding and Wang 2007).409

In phases 3 and 4 in Figure 12, an upper-tropospheric northerly flow over central Asia and the410

northern part of India can be seen, which is generated because of the upper-level divergence and411

strong updraft over the northern Indian region. This northerly flow can be an outcome of enhanced412

easterlies (Hoskins and Wang 2006). Further, the central Asian anomalous high retreats westward413

following convection over the region. This occurs because of the Rossby wave response to the414

heating due to HF-ISO associated precipitation (Gill 1980). Another facet to note is that there415

exists a positive anomaly in specific humidity, most prominent over the northern AS, and the416

Persian Gulf in phases 3–5 to the west of the anomalous high at a 200 hPa geopotential height417

(not shown). The divergence pattern does not show a great association with HF-ISO convection418

on a large scale, but convergence over the BoB and CI region along with the convection anomaly419

can be seen (not shown). This mid-latitude interaction in LF-ISO composites is not as clear as it420

is in HF-ISO (not shown), implying that while the role of SST is quite important in modulating421

the LF-ISO mode, the HF-ISO mode is governed by various other factors and is influenced by an422

upper level jet stream.423
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c. Relationship between the central Indian rainfall and ISO modes424

Understanding the relationship between ISO modes and the rainfall over CI can help in un-425

derstanding predictability, especially at shorter scales. In this section, we aim to provide a com-426

prehensive analysis on the relationship between CI rainfall and ISO modes. We have taken June–427

September CI (18◦–26◦N and 75◦–82◦E; see Figure 1) averaged rainfall (seasonal rainfall over CI428

is well-correlated with all-India averaged rainfall (R=0.75; significant at 5% level)) and examined429

how this rainfall is modulated by the phases of LF- and HF-ISO. We have calculated the days430

when the CI rainfall anomaly is more than a +1 standard deviation and designated as a +1-event.431

Then we have estimated the numbers of those events in the different LF-ISO and HF-ISO phases432

obtained in Figures 3b and 10 (taking only June–September data for all the years). A similar433

analysis is done when the CI rainfall is less than -1 standard deviation (−1-event). The result is434

shown in Figure 13. There are 310 +1-events and 281 −1-events in total during these 17 years,435

out of which almost 60% (in both cases) occurred in LF-ISO phases 2–4 and 5–7, respectively.436

This is indicated by the horizontal patches of higher probability across phases 2–4 and 5–7 in Fig-437

ures 13a and b, respectively. However, the distribution of the events in HF-ISO phases does not438

show such distinctive features as in LF-ISO. Which indicates that the rainfall over the CI region is439

more influenced by LF-ISO modes than by HF-ISO modes, although it can be seen that HF-ISO440

further modulates the +1-events as its probability of occurrence is less in phase 5 of HF-ISO even441

when LF-ISO is favourable to produce more rainfall over CI. Phase 5 of HF-ISO represents the442

state when there exists a negative precipitation anomaly over the CI region. The modulation of443

−1-events by HF-ISO phases is even stronger when compared the +1-events. For example, in444

phase 7 of LF-ISO, there is generally a high chance of getting a −1-event over CI. But, if HF-ISO445

is in phase 7 (positive anomaly over CI) then this chance is reduced drastically. In summary, al-446
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though LF-ISO primarily modulates the rainfall events over CI, HF-ISO plays a significant role in447

modulating the probability of occurrence of active and break conditions.448

To gain a further insight into how the CI rainfall is regulated by the intraseasonal modes, the449

rainfall averaged over the CI region during 2003 June–October is shown in Figure 14b. The reason450

we choose 2003 is that in this year LF-ISO and HF-ISO indices show almost equal values (Figure451

4). In Figures 14a and c, the LF-ISO and HF-ISO averaged over the same region are shown. There452

are several troughs and ridges in the time-series indicating the active and break spells over the453

region. It is clear that in this year, HF-ISO is of comparable magnitude with LF-ISO over CI454

during late-July to mid-August. LF-ISO is most prominent and shows the maximum amplitude455

in mid-July and September. It is observed here that during the end of July 2003 the decrease of456

rainfall over CI is accompanied by both negative LF-ISO and HF-ISO anomalies. However, the457

rainfall peaks during late–July to late–August (marked by a circle) are not explained by LF-ISO.458

Observing the HF-ISO time-series, is becomes quite clear that these distinct peaks in the rainfall459

during this period are associated with high-frequency variability with the LF-ISO mode basically460

being suppressed till late-August. Examining the peaks of the 2003 June–October rainfall data461

over CI, we infer that both the ISO modes contribute to monsoon rainfall and active and break462

conditions are essentially synchronized with both the ISO timescales.463

It has been suggested by Krishnamurti et al. (1985) that the break conditions over the monsoon464

zone can be “an interesting phase locking phenomenon” when the ridges of high pressure asso-465

ciated with low- and high-frequency ISOs appear concurrently over the region. In Figure 15, we466

show how the mean CI rainfall is modulated by ISO modes as well as the phase-locking between467

LF- and HF-ISO. The LF-ISO phases are placed in the x−axis as they evolve, and the probability468

of the occurrence of HF-ISO phases in each LF-ISO phase is estimated. It is inherent that LF-469

ISO has almost twice the periodicity of HF-ISO–depicted by the fact that LF-ISO phase 1 as well470
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as phase 5 are favourable for HF-ISO phases 5 and 6. This implies that HF-ISO can well be in471

phase or completely out of phase with LF-ISO at times. The June–September rainfall over CI is472

7.7 mm/day. The CI mean rainfall is 7.9 mm/day if LF-ISO is in phase 1. However, when this473

is accompanied by HF-ISO phase 5 or 6 (negative anomaly over CI), the mean rainfall decreases474

to 7 mm/day. On the other hand, in phase 5 of LF-ISO, when the associated positive anomalies475

are subsiding over the foothills of the Himalayas and a new convection is being formed over the476

western equatorial Indian Ocean, the mean CI rainfall is 6.9 mm/day. But this mean reduces sig-477

nificantly to 5.2 mm/day when LF-ISO phase 5 is accompanied by HF-ISO phase 5 or 6. So, in478

LF-ISO phase 1, the LF-ISO and the preferred HF-ISO phases work in an out-of-phase format,479

whereas, in LF-ISO phase 5, they are in phase to reduce the rainfall over CI. The combined effect480

of both the ISOs are pronounced when the LF-ISO is in either phase 1 or 5.481

Lastly, we use a similar technique to that in Karmakar et al. (2015) to define the active/break482

episodes of LF- and HF-ISO over the CI region using the area-averaged CI LF- and HF-ISO483

rainfall timeseries every year (16a and b; see the supplementary material for details). Here, since484

1998 was a normal monsoon year over India, we have demonstrated this year as an example. The485

active, break and transition episodes are derived for both the LF- and HF-ISO modes, and we486

calculate the percentage of the +1 and −1-events occurring in these ISO episodes, respectively,487

for all the years under consideration (1998–2014). The results are presented in Figures 16c and488

d as venn-diagrams. This shows that in more than half (56.8%) the times when CI experiences a489

high rain situation, LF-ISO is in an active episode. Similarly, when there exists a LF-ISO break490

episode over CI, there is a good chance (57.7%) of less rainfall over the region. However, a491

substantial number of +1- or −1-events occur in the HF-ISO active or break episodes (42.8%492

and 40.6%, respectively). Occasions on which LF-ISO and HF-ISO are both in active episodes493

account for 23.4% of the +1-events. Almost similar percentage of −1-events occur if they are494
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both in break episodes. These values are the highest among the intersections of all the LF-ISO495

and HF-ISO episodes. There are instances when either LF-ISO or HF-ISO is in an active episode496

and CI experiences a −1-event. Also, when either LF-ISO or HF-ISO is in a break episode some497

+1-events occurred over CI. These instances are reduced markedly if both ISOs are in the same498

episode. This, again, in a different perspective, indicates that CI rainfall is highly modulated by499

the characteristics of the ISOs and the stages they are in.500

5. Summary and Discussions501

It has been known for quite a long time that two intraseasonal modes (low- and high-frequency502

modes) heavily modulate the Indian monsoon rainfall. Although low-frequency modes were stud-503

ied extensively in the past few decades, high-frequency intraseasonal modes, especially their504

space-time characteristics seen in rainfall data and their roles in producing active-break condi-505

tions over the Indian region have not been studied very rigorously. In this study, we use MSSA to506

extract significant components of these two spatio-temporal modes in TRMM daily precipitation507

data, and present the rich structures over the south Asian monsoon region. We further investi-508

gate how the CI rainfall is associated with ISO modes. The major findings made in this study are509

summarized and discussed as follows.510

1. Two dominant modes in ISV in the Indian monsoon rainfall are found: northward propagating511

low-frequency modes associated with an eastward propagating signal (LF-ISO; 20–60-days512

periodic) and very complex structured high-frequency modes (HF-ISO; 10–20-days periodic).513

The low-frequency mode is associated with a tilted structure in the northwest-southeast di-514

rection, which propagates northward from the equatorial Indian Ocean to the foothills of the515

Himalayas. The spatiotemporal pattern seen in this mode matches with the findings in many516

previous studies using different variables (e.g., Lee et al. (2013)). However, compared to Lee517
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et al. (2013), we found that LF-ISO associated rainfall anomalies show more variability over518

the western coast of India and the eastern AS (of amplitude similar to that over the BoB).519

2. The intensities of the LF-ISO and HF-ISO modes have a large interannual variability. The520

LF-ISO and HF-ISO can contribute a substantial amount (ranging between 17%–42% and521

8%–20%, respectively, in different years) to the total explained variance of the daily rainfall522

anomaly (5-days smoothed). LF-ISO usually remains active throughout the monsoon sea-523

son, but HF-ISO usually shows variability with a comparable magnitude for 1–2 months only524

during the monsoon months (especially during July). The high negative correlation (R=0.61;525

5% significance level) between the LF-ISO and HF-ISO indices can lead to a belief that it526

comes from the decomposition itself, where orthonormal components (LF-ISO and HF-ISO)527

contribute to the total variability. But since they add up to just the half of the total variabil-528

ity, the methodology is not solely responsible for this negative correlation. Karmakar et al.529

(2015) showed that there was a reduction in LF-ISO intensity with an increase in synoptic530

variability in the last six decades over Indian land. The HF-ISO intensity showed no trend.531

So, the negative correlation between LF-ISO and HF-ISO intensities are not merely from the532

methodology itself. Instead, we believe that the underlying dynamics must be playing a major533

role here. We keep this issue as our future plan. The interannual variability of the LF-ISO and534

HF-ISO indices are significantly inversely and directly correlated with the all-India averaged535

rainfall anomaly, respectively. But they are not correlated with the rainfall over the adjacent536

oceanic regions (Table 1). It is also suggested at this point that when El-Niño-like situations537

exist, strong LF-ISO modes are observed and La-Niña- and positive IOD-like situations co-538

occur with strong HF-ISO modes over the Indian region (Table 2). These findings match with539

the results presented in Lawrence and Webster (2001), except for the LF-ISO-ENSO corre-540
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lation. This may arise because of differences in the period of the study. However, this study541

counters the results in Singh et al. (1992), where they have suggested that the intensity of ISO542

remains the same during drought or flood years. Krishnamurthy and Shukla (2000, 2007)543

also suggested that, although the ISO modes do not contribute to the seasonal mean rainfall,544

they can strongly modulate the daily rainfall anomalies in active and break phases. We found545

that low-frequency ISV exhibits a stronger character (larger spatio-temporal amplitude) in546

the years when the total rainfall over India is low. The differences in the results may arise547

possibly because of the difference in the region as well as the period of the study.548

3. In the intraseasonal scale, the LF-ISO is strongly associated with the SST over the Indian549

Ocean and the western Pacific with SST leading LF-ISO rainfall anomalies by 10–15-days.550

The convergence patterns also show a strong northward movement along with the rainfall551

LF-ISO modes with a slight lead near the equator, and the moisture anomalies propagate552

almost in tandem with the rainfall anomalies. Essentially, this goes with the facts presented553

in Kemball-Cook and Wang (2001) regarding the northward propagation of convection. They554

suggested that over the Indian monsoon region, the background easterly vertical shear (which555

is a basic characteristic during the monsoon season) aids the large-scale diabatic heating556

induced circulation. As a result, a cyclonic vorticity is generated in the northern side of557

the convection, which boosts lower tropospheric moisture convergence with SST playing a558

pivotal role. We found that the SST-rainfall relationship is not present in the HF-ISO scale559

implying that the SST may not be a key driver for the modes in this timescale. This implies560

that the air-sea coupling plays a key-role in driving the LF-ISO modes, while HF-ISO is561

governed by several other factors.562
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4. HF-ISO shows a distinct northwestward propagation over the BoB region the Indian land563

which can be associated with the equatorial Rossby wave. We also observe a northward564

propagating branch over the Western Ghats. These patterns match with the results found in565

Kikuchi and Wang (2009). Although these structures match with the northwestward propa-566

gating mode reported in Lee et al. (2013), the HF-ISO mode composite we find differs from567

them in some aspects. The anomaly structures we found are smaller in scale and exhibit very568

complex patterns. One possible explanation can be the inclusion of a 30-day mode in their569

northwestward propagating mode. Also, the regions used in the studies are different and the570

northwestward propagating mode in OLR/low-level wind can show different characteristics571

than in rainfall. However, more importantly, we found an anomaly pattern that developed fur-572

ther northwest over India propagates mainly southeastward. The upper tropospheric wind and573

geopotential height anomalies shed some light on this southeastward propagation at 30◦N at574

the HF-ISO time scale. Basically, a strong easterly vertical shear generated by the anomalous575

high over central Asia leads to enhanced precipitation (Ding and Wang 2007). The north-576

westward moving mode interacts with the southeastward moving mode and the anomalies577

over the head BoB region revive, causing precipitation. But the actual mechanism and scale578

selection (10–20-days) are yet to be understood.579

5. The different periodicities of LF-ISO and HF-ISO leads to the fact that they can be in phase580

or out-of-phase at times; basically, they can have any phase relationship. However, it is581

understandable from Figure 15, that particular HF-ISO phases (for example, 5 and 6) prefer582

to occur in particular LF-ISO phases (1 or 5). This preferential occurrences of the phases of583

one ISO mode in the other indicate a possible phase-locking between the two ISO modes.584

Which shows that, although by definition they are independent of each other, there exists585
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some relationship between them. The physical mechanism behind the interaction of these586

two modes requires further study. The CI rainfall is highly modulated by the phases of the587

LF- or HF-ISO modes. HF-ISO can counter the effect of LF-ISO to produce less than average588

rainfall over the region (for example, phase 1 of LF-ISO in Figure 15). The probability of589

getting a large number of +1 rainfall events is maximum when both LF-ISO and HF-ISO590

positive anomalies are present over the CI region. Similarly, break events over CI are caused591

by the simultaneous arrival of the troughs of LF-ISO and HF-ISO.592

In summary, we have presented the structures associated with low- and high-frequency ISV in593

rainfall. Our study also shows how the existence of a southeastward propagating mode at a 10–594

20-day timescale towards east-central India from the higher latitudes affects the canonical quasi-595

biweekly mode structure (north-westward propagation). A possible mechanism is also explained596

using vertical wind shear. We rely on a data-adaptive technique, MSSA, for the extraction of the597

ISO modes mainly because of two reasons. First, we intended to measure the intensity of the598

ISV every year separately and quantify it. Since MSSA is successful in recovering the “skeleton”599

of the attractor of the system from a short noisy dataset (Ghil et al. 2002), with the eigenvalues600

giving the estimate of the variance of the modes, we can use the significant eigenvalues to create601

the index of ISOs as well as observe the dominant space-time patterns. Secondly, compared to602

other spectral and EOF techniques (e.g., complex PCA), MSSA can self-consistently separate out603

spatially similar oscillations with different frequency ranges (e.g., see Jiang et al. 1995, and604

references therein).605

The quantitative measure of the modulation of rainfall over CI by the ISO modes found in the606

study leads to the fact that a rudimentary forecast of the rainfall of about 10–20-days over the607

region can be made using the knowledge of the ISO phases. Irrespective of the fact that the inter-608
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annual fluctuations of ISO activity (LF-ISO or HF-ISO) modulate interannual variability during609

the monsoon or vice versa, the relatively strong association between the two phenomena found in610

this study is of paramount importance in forecasting monsoon rainfall at different timescales. It611

is necessary for a dynamical model to represent the ISO modes accurately to perform effectively612

in predicting total ISMR, particularly in weak monsoons when LF-ISO modes are strong. To this613

end, the methodologies adopted here provide a framework which can be used for model evaluation.614

Finally, synoptic-scale features explain a large portion (almost one-third) of the daily rainfall615

anomaly within a season over the Indian region (Karmakar et al. 2015). This can restrict the616

regional-scale predictability on a longer time scale. The relationship between ISO modes and617

synoptic-scale phenomena over the south Asian domain remains to be analysed, since this can618

improve the predictability in a short- to medium-range. MSSA-like techniques may be used to619

advance the predictive skill of the intraseasonal features studied here that capture the substantial620

variability of the rainfall.621
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TABLE 1. Correlation of LF-ISO and HF-ISO indices with seasonal rainfall anomalies over different regions.

Region LF-ISO HF-ISO

Central India (18◦–26◦N and 75◦–82◦E) -0.58∗ 0.56∗

Bay of Bengal (10◦–20◦N and 85◦–95◦E) -0.21 0.12

Arabian Sea (10◦–20◦N and 60◦–70◦E) -0.25 0.36

Central Equatorial Indian Ocean (5◦S–5◦N and 75◦–85◦E) 0.03 0.02

∗ indicates that the correlations are significant at the 5% level.
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TABLE 2. Correlation of LF-ISO and HF-ISO indices with ISMR anomaly, ENSO, IOD and EQUINOO indices

Region LF-ISO HF-ISO

ISMR anomaly (normalized) -0.64∗ 0.73∗

ENSO index 0.42∗∗ -0.50∗

IOD index -0.25 0.59∗

EQUINOO index -0.04 0.33

ISMR anomaly, ENSO, IOD and EQUINOO indices are defined in the text and in Figure 4

∗ indicates that the correlation is significant at the 5% level.

∗∗ indicates that the correlation is significant at the 10% level.
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October. (b) Raw rainfall in bars and sum of LF-ISO and HF-ISO rainfall (with added860
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(c) Same as (a), but for HF-ISO. Dotted circle in (b) indicates significant rainfall peaks as862

described in the text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54863

Fig. 15. LF-ISO and preferred HF-ISO phases with CI rainfall. LF-ISO phases as in Figure 3b are864
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Fig. 16. (a) In bars, normalized daily rainfall anomaly averaged over the central India (CI) (18◦–877
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FIG. 1. (a) Daily climatology and (b) Daily standard deviation of TRMM 3B42v2 rainfall for the period

1998–2014. Units are in mm/day. Boxes indicate the central Indian (CI) region, Arabian Sea (AS), Bay of

Bengal (BoB) and central equatorial Indian Ocean (CEIO) region used in the analysis later on.
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FIG. 2. Eigenvalues from MSSA for 1998 May–October rainfall over the given region against the dominant

frequency associated with their corresponding eigenvectors from MSSA given with statistical significance level

(zoomed into the region of interest). Error bars represent the 2.5% and 97.5% quantile from an ensemble of

1000 surrogate data. Eigenmodes which lie above the corresponding errorbars are considered as significant. The

significant eigenmodes are plotted in thick circles and modes that are not significant are shown in thin circles.

For example, eigenmodes 1 and 2 with periodicities almost 33 days are considered as significant. Significant

modes with time-periods within 20–60 days and 10–20 days are considered as LF-ISO and HF-ISO modes,

respectively. The dotted vertical line separates LF-ISO and HF-ISO modes.
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FIG. 3. (a) Reconstructed components 1 and 2 (RC(1,2)) for 1998 in eight phases with phases are defined as in

text. (b) LF-ISO composite for all the years (1998–2014). All the significant modes each year having periodicity

within 20–60 days range are used to create this composite. For both the panels, days during June-September

only are used for compositing. Numbers in each panel indicates the phase numbers. Positive values are shaded

and negative values are given by thin dotted contours. In panel (b) rainfall belts are thick dotted lines. Units

are in mm/day. The dotted lines in each phase show the dominant rainfall belt associated with LF-ISO in that

phase. Stippled regions indicate regions where the values are significant in 5% significance level (Significance

is tested by randomly permuting the 8-phases (all possible permutations are used) and comparing the anomalies

obtained from the re-shuffled phases with the observed ones).
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FIG. 4. (a) LF-ISO and HF-ISO indices and all-India summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR) anomaly (calculated

over Indian land except the north and northeastern hilly regions). Anomaly is based on removing the 17-years

climatology. All the fields are normalized by their own standard deviations. (b) Normalized June–September

mean SST anomaly over Niño-3.4 region (5◦S–5◦N and 190◦–240◦E) (ENSO index), normalized difference

between June–September mean SST anomalies over western and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (WEIO (10◦S–

10◦N and 50◦–70◦E) and EEIO (10◦S–0◦ and 90◦–110◦E)) (IOD index), and normalized difference between

June–September mean OLR anomalies over EEIO and WEIO (EQUINOO index). These indices are calculated

based on only 17 (16 for EQUINOO) years data. OLR data is given upto 2013.
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LF-ISO explains = 42.7%

HF-ISO explains = 9.3%

LF-ISO explains = 15.3%

HF-ISO explains = 14.9%

FIG. 5. (a) Time-latitude diagram of rainfall averaged between 75◦E-80◦E during 2005 June–September. (b)

Same as (a), but for 2011. (c) Time series of daily rainfall over central Indian region (18◦N to 26◦N, 75◦E to

82◦E) for 2005 June–September. Arrows in panels (a) and (c) show the northward propagation of rainfall from

the equatorial region. Horizontal dotted lines in panels (a) and (b) show the latitudes of the CI box. Solid line

indicates 11-day running average. (d) Same as (c), but for 2011. In panels (c) and (d), the percentage values

indicate the contribution of each ISO mode towards the total variability (5-day smoothed) for the given year over

the entire region.
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FIG. 6. Time-latitude diagram of LF-ISO along 80◦E during (a) 2005 and (b) 2011 June–September. The

arrows in upper panel show the northward and southward propagation from the equator associated with LF-ISO

scale. Longitude-time diagram of LF-ISO along 15◦N during (c) 2005 and (d) 2011 June–September. The arrow

in left panel shows the eastward propagation from Arabian Sea towards India associated with LF-ISO timescale.

Positive values are shaded and negative values are in dashed contours. Units are in mm/day.
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FIG. 7. Phase composite structure of SST and positive specific humidity anomalies at 925 hPa level at different

phases of LF-ISO depicted in Figure 3b. Positive SST anomalies are shaded and negative anomalies are shown

as dashed contours. Stippling indicates the regions where positive specific humidity anomaly is more than 1.6

× 10−4 kg/kg. Both the anomalies are created by removing the climatology for the period 1998–2014. Then all

the days are averaged which fall in each of the phases in Figure 3. Numbers in each panel indicates the phase

number. Units are in K and kg/kg, respectively. Contour interval for SST is 0.04 K.
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FIG. 8. Phase-latitude diagram of LF-ISO associated rainfall and (a) SST, (b) Total column water and (c)

Divergence anomalies along 90◦E. Only LF-ISO associated positive rainfall anomaly is shown in line contours.

Only positive SST, total column water and negative divergence (convergence) anomalies are shown in shaded

regions. For better representation, the x−axis starts from phase 6. Divergence is multiplied by a factor of and

106. Units of rainfall is in mm/day, SST in K, total column water in kg/m2 and divergence in s−1.
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FIG. 9. Same as Figure 7 but for divergence anomalies at 925 hPa at different phases of LF-ISO depicted in

Figure 3b. Convergence is shaded and divergence is shown in dashed contours. Unit is in s−1. Contour interval

for divergence is 4 × 10−7 s−1. Negative in divergence implies convergence and favourable for convection.
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FIG. 10. HF-ISO composite considering all the years (1998–2014). This is same as Figure 3b but for 10–

20 days modes. Units are in mm/day. Positive values are shaded and the negative values are in thin dashed

contours. The dashed and solid lines, the star and the spirals indicate different propagation characteristics. For

details see the text. Stippled regions indicate regions where the values are significant in 5% significance level

(using a randomization test, same as in Figure 3).
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FIG. 11. (a) Time-latitude diagram of HF-ISO along 80◦E during 2007 June–September. (b) HF-ISO com-

posite phase-latitude diagram at 80◦E. Only June-July days are taken while compositing. The arrows in (a) and

(b) indicate the southward and northward movement. (c) Curvilinear-phase diagram for HF-ISO for June-July.

For panels (b) and (c), all the years are taken into account. (d) Points taken to create the diagram are shown in the

map, where crosses indicate the locations with points over the Indonesian coast are initial points and numbers

beside the crosses indicate the respective numbers of locations. The arrow indicates the propagation along the

line with phases. Positive values are shaded and negative values are in dashed contours. Units are in mm/day.
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FIG. 12. Same as Figure 7 but for geopotential height and wind anomalies at 200 hPa level at different phases

of HF-ISO depicted in Figure 10. Positive geopotential height anomalies are shaded and negative anomalies are

in dashed contours. Wind is presented in vectors. Units are in m and m/s. Contour interval for geopotential

height anomalies is 3 m.
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FIG. 13. Probability of occurrence (in %) of events over central India (CI) (18◦–26◦N and 75◦–82◦E) when

rainfall averaged over CI is (a) more than 1 standard deviation (+1-events) and (b) less than -1 standard deviation

(−1-events) (June–September data for 17 years) in different phases of LF-ISO and HF-ISO as depicted in Figures

3b and 10.
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FIG. 14. (a) LF-ISO averaged over the central India (CI) (18◦–26◦N and 75◦–82◦E) for 2003 June–October.

(b) Raw rainfall in bars and sum of LF-ISO and HF-ISO rainfall (with added June–October CI mean rainfall for

that year) in thick line over CI for the same time period. (c) Same as (a), but for HF-ISO. Dotted circle in (b)

indicates significant rainfall peaks as described in the text.
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FIG. 15. LF-ISO and preferred HF-ISO phases with CI rainfall. LF-ISO phases as in Figure 3b are displayed

in x− axis with approximate locations of the enhanced positive rainfall anomalies associated with LF-ISO are

written below the phase numbers. Dark bars indicate the rainfall amount in these LF-ISO phases. The bold

numbers above the bars are the two HF-ISO phases with highest probability of occurrence in respective LF-ISO

phases. The sum of the probability of occurrence of these two HF-ISO phases in respective LF-ISO phase is

given in percentage values. For example, in phase 1 of LF-ISO, out of 8 HF-ISO phases 5, and 6 are the most

probable phases with cumulative probability of 32%. The bars with lighter shade indicate the mean CI rainfall

when the respective LF-ISO phases are accompanied by the two most probable HF-ISO phases. Unit of rainfall

is in mm/day. BoB=Bay of Bengal, WG=Western Ghats, AS=Arabian Sea, CI=Central India, FH=Foothills

of Himalaya, WEIO=Western equatorial Indian Ocean, CEIO=Central equatorial Indian Ocean, EEIO=Eastern

equatorial Indian Ocean, PI=Peninsular India, Mrtm=Maritime continent.
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FIG. 16. (a) In bars, normalized daily rainfall anomaly averaged over the central India (CI) (18◦–26◦N and

75◦–82◦E) for 1998 (taken as an example). The smoothed line is normalized LF-ISO rainfall averaged over CI

for 1998. y−axis does not have units. Dotted line indicates the angle (γ in radians) of the LF-ISO rainfall over CI

calculated as discussed in text. See right y−axis for ticks. Four stippled lines are -5π/6, -π/6, π/6, 5π/6 radian

constant lines shown to describe LF-ISO active and break episodes. If for a value of t (day), γ(t) ∈ (π/6,5π/6),

LF-ISO is in active episode, and if γ(t) ∈ (−5π/6,−π/6), LF-ISO is in break episode. The rest of the values of

θ(t) determines the transition phase. (b) Similar figure for HF-ISO for 1998. (c) Mean percentage value of +1-

events in active and break episodes of LF-ISO and HF-ISO as defined described in a Venn-diagram, considering

all the years. (d) Similar figure for −1-events. L+ and L− indicates the LF-ISO active and break episodes. H+

and H− indicates the same for HF-ISO. Numbers written in % indicate the amount of +1 (-1) events occurred

in the given episode. % values in bold and italics gives the amount of events occurred in the intersection of two

given episodes. % values outside the circles indicate the amount that occurred in transition phases and are not

considered here. All the % values are significant at the 5% level (using a randomization test).
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